
Cluttered Control Room? 
C-Control is the Solution.
Carrot Medical’s C-Control (KVM) Pro 
System is the High-End KVM solution that 
allows the user to efficiently switch between 
multiple PCs and/or servers from a single 
console (keyboard, monitor, mouse setup) 
for greater efficiency, ease of management, 
as well as cost & space savings. Included 
with the C-Control Pro is a C-View cabinet 
which houses both a C-View Processor and 
Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS). It also 
comes with a C-View tablet pre-installed with 
Renaissance GUI to improve workflow.

C-Control® (KVM) Pro

Features:
•  Unmatched (2) Year Standard Warranty
•  Up to (26) Inputs
•  Up to (4) users can be established
•  Up to (7) sources can be controlled via key 

board/mouse with one USB connection
•  Remote control of common systems such 

as Mac Lab, EKG, and PACS for enhanced 
procedure support

•  When interacting with a source it will 
be locked out, preventing accidental                
interference from other users

•  User-friendly design. Point and click on a 
source to take control of it

•  Absolute and relative mouse modes to   
support extended desktops

Streamline Your Control Room
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Options Available:
•  Monitor Upgrade (Size) Option
•  Additional Training
•  Zero-Down Time Installation

Features Continued:
•  Includes Standard Shipping and Retrofit 

Installation
•  Supports Microsoft®, Apple® and Linux® 

based systems.



Carrot Medical
22122 20th Ave. SE, H-166  
Bothell, WA 98021 
info@carrotmedical.com
(425) 318 8089

C-Control® (KVM) Lite

Features:
•  (1) Year Standard Warranty
•  Up to (9) Inputs
•  Up to (4) users can be established
•  Up to (3) sources can be controlled via   

keyboard/mouse with one USB connection
•  (1) - 43” 4K Monitor
•  Remote control of common systems such 

as Mac Lab, EKG, and PACS for enhanced 
procedure support

•  When interacting with a source it will 
be locked out, preventing accidental               
interference from other users

•  User-friendly design. Point and click on a 
source to take control of it

•  Absolute and relative mouse modes to  
support extended desktops

•  Supports Microsoft®, Apple®, and Linux® 
based systems

•  Includes Standard Shipping
•  Retrofit Installation is an additional 

charge

“We Advance Your Interventional Lab”

Request a Free
C-Control (KVM) Quote

Note: Customer must have a UPS (not 
included with the C-Control Lite system) - 
customer can supply their own 

Options Available:
•  Monitor Upgrade (Size) Option
•  Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS)
•  Additional Training
•  Zero-Down Time Installation

“Our control room in our new Cath Lab 
was cluttered with multiple monitors and 
keyboards. We decided to go with Carrot 

Medical’s C-Control (KVM) solution to 
clean that up. We like the way we can 
view up to (9) imaging modalities now 

with a single keyboard and mouse. The 
user interface is also very intuitive.”

- Frank Van Sickle Jr. RCIS,RT
AdventHealth Tampa

Manager - Invasive Cardiology
Pepin Heart Institute

A Budget-Friendly Solution 
for Your Control Room
The C-Control (KVM) Lite System is the 
Price Performance KVM solution that allows 
the user to switch between multiple PCs 
quickly and easily and/or servers from a 
single console (keyboard, monitor, mouse 
setup) for greater efficiency, ease of man-
agement, as well as cost & space savings.


